By PAUL ERD6S
(A!anch.ester) [R'eceived 1 April 19351 THRXGHOUT this paper p, 4, r, p', Q', r', s, P are used t'o denote prime numbers; E a,n arbitrarily small positive number; n all sufficiently large integers, i.e. n > n(e); N{p,m) the number of the primes p not exceeding m and belonging to a defined set. The C denote positive absolute const'ants, not always the same in ea'ch occurrence.
I prove the following THEOREM.
I' f(f(n) is th e number of solutions of the equation
in primes p, q, r no two of u&h are eqd, then limf(n) = Co. n-xc I believe, but ca'nnot prove, that a similar resuIt hoIds for the solution of (p-l)(q-1) = n.
We require the following LEMMA. *
If the primes p we such tha.t p-l has. more than
( 1 + E)loglog n or bess than ( 1 -E)loglog n diflerent prim.e &.ctors, then
This result, is included in t#he more general one that, if Pk denotes a prime such that Pk-1 has exactly E different prime factors, then N(P,, n)log% < Cn(C+IogIogn)k+3.
From this is deduced exact,ly as in my paper quoted above that where6 = a(~) > 0. I prove from (3) that, if P denotes a prime such that P-l has more than (1 +~)loglog P or less than (1 --~)loglog P factors, then C P-l converges.
It, suffices to show that WP,n) = o((log;)l+s)
where 6' is a positive constant. In (4) either P < $h, i.e. there are at most %'n, values of P; or n > P > \'n, and then and so loglog n > loglog P > loglog n-1,
Hence the P's exceeding &z are included among t'he primes Q (< n) for which Q-1 has more than (l+ &)loglog n or less than (1-&)loglog n different prime factors. Then from (3), with 6' = 8(+):
Typify by A the posit,ive integers not exceeding n such that
where no two of the primes p, q, r are equal, and p-1, q-1, r-1 each have more than (l--)loglogn factors. I prove that
Denote by p' (or q', r') the primes such that, ~'-1 ha's more than (I-•)loglogn different prime factors. Ta,ke the primes, say r', less than n/p'q' for arbitrary and unequal p', q', and multiply them by p'q'. The integers p'q'r' belong t,o Dhe d's, and ea,ch A can be obtained a,t most six times in this way. Hence
the summat~ion being extended over all different p', q', and N' denoting t,he omission of p', q' among the r' in calculating iV. It suffices for our object to take only those p', q' for which n* < p', q' < n*. The primes $YI in this sum such that p-1 has less than (1 -E)loglog n different prime factors occur among the primes P (n* < P < n*) which are such that P-1 has less tha,n (1-&)loglog P different prime factors. For clearly (l--)loglogn < (I--+)loglog P, since loglog n-log 8 < loglog P < loglog n-log 4.
Hence, since the series 2 P-l converges, 2 P-l < E, say, ?d<P<d for arbitrarily small positive E, and n great,er than some n.(c). Then (7) follows on omitting the P from the p in (8). On squaring (7), (9) the omission of the terms in which 27' = q' being allowable, since 2 l/p" converges.
On subtract'ing from t'he number of primes s less than n,lp'q' the number of those for which s-l has less than (I-+)loglog P+ different prime factors, i.e. f&llogjgi) from (2), by replacing E by 4~ and n by n/p'q', we have iv ry---> -Cn i 1 p 'q' log n ' Hence, from (6), P'fQ' 6N(B, n) > c Cn > On *t<p. q'(n$ P'P' 1% n 'logn' > by (9).
Denote now by B,, B,,... Dhe different integers in the set r/(d), where A does not exceed n and $ denotes Euler's $-function. The B's are clearly of the form ($-l)(q'-l)(r'-1). I prove that N(B, n) = o(n/logn).
(10) Define the quadratic part of an integer I = p"lqb... as t.he product of the powers pa with indices exceeding unity. Split the B's into two classes B,, B, according as their quadratic part has respectively more Ohan or not more than Eloglogn different prime fact,ors. Obviously the integers B, have a divisor which is composed of prime factors, in number exactly [~Ioglogn] (= j, say), each occurring with a power exceeding unity.
Hence where the summation extends to all primes p and all indices 01 exceeding unity so that the double series converges.
Each of the int'egers in B, is of the form (P'-lNq'-lb'-11, where ~'-1, q'-1, ~'-1 each have at least (l--)loglogn different prime factors, and so at' least (3-3c)loglogn prime factors, not necessarily all different.
But from the definition of B,, ~'-1, q'-1 can have as common factors at most ~loglogn different primes; and similarly for q'-1, ~'-1, etc. Hence each integer in II, has at least (3-6e)loglog n different prime factors and so at least 2(a-6~)10a1,10s~ divisors. But and so* N(B,, n) < cn log ?%/2(3-"")10glogn = 0 if we now suppose E Da.ken so small that 23-66 > es = (2.71...)2.
Hence N(B, n) = .N(B,, n)+N(B,, n) = o(n/logn). This is (10).
Then, from (5), N(A, n) > AS(B, n) for every positive constant E, E if n > n(e). Hence at least one of the B's less than n is represented at least l/e times in the form 4(N) for every l/c if n > n(E). This concludes the proof of the main theorem. * It is here t,hat the method breaks down for the solution of (p-l)(q-1) = 12.
